
INFORMATION POWER POINT 

SOME SUB- 
GENRES OF 
SCI FI 



 Alternate History 
"What if history had developed differently?" 

Most works in this genre are set in real 
historical contexts (e.g. Civil War or WW2),  

 
EG STARGATE 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0HyD3

aKFTkA 

 
Alternate Humanity 

Animals who speak, think or act 
human. Humans shown as bad/ 

evil. 
 
 
 
 
  



Post-Apocalyptic 
Post-apocalyptic stories are set well after a 
catastrophe. where a new society has risen from the 
ashes, usually on earth. New society dislikes 
technology.  

Apocalyptic 
Humans struggle to survive 
after devastation.  
 
EG Mad Max 
 
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=hEJnMQG9ev8 



Cozy Catastrophe 
A post-apocalyptic tale, usually set on 

Earth, in which an isolated group of 
survivors sets about rebuilding a new 

civilization according to their own 
particular ideas 

 
EG DAY OF THE TRIFFIDS 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iPfV

YZhP2LI 



Artificial Intelligence 
These tales assume that one, 
or many, artificial minds 
become fully sentient. (able 
to perceive./ feel) 
 
Examples ‘AI’ and ‘Ex 
Machina’  
 
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=sqS83f-NUww 
 
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=PI8XBKb6DQk 



Cybernetic Revolt 
This is one of sci-fi's oldest 
and most common 
themes. Robots which 
have been used by 
humans turn on them.  
 
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=rL6RRIOZyCM 



Cross Genre 
Sci Fi mixed with 
other genres. For 

example,The 
Underworld trilogy= 

vampires versus 
lycans using high 

tech weapons 
(action, fantasy, sci 

fi) 
 

https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=r

zRQwjlecFE 



Cyberpunk 
 
 

Set on Earth, and involve s a human entering a 
cyber-world. They are often set in a high-tech, 

bleak, mechanistic futuristic universe of 
computers, hackers, and computer/human 

hybrids.  
Eg The Matrix Trilogy 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HVrGMnk5

E_M 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HVrGMnk5E_M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HVrGMnk5E_M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HVrGMnk5E_M


Dystopian 
The opposite of Utopian : a 
nightmare world. Designed 
to make audience think 
about whether life is worth 
living and where humanity 
is going.  
 
 
E.G. WALL- E 
 
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=alIq_wG9FNk 



Alien Invasion 
Technologically advanced 
extra-terrestrial society invades 
Earth to destroy/ replace  
humanity.  
 
E.G ‘Independence Day’  
 
https://www.youtube.com/wat
ch?v=kA2WzBi2grE 
 
Optional mickey take clip (15+) 
: 
https://www.youtube.com/wat
ch?v=K0Cho9WeDBo 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kA2WzBi2grE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kA2WzBi2grE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kA2WzBi2grE


 
 

First Contact/Encounters 
These explore the initial meeting between humans and 
alien races.  



Horrific 
Horror and sci-fi seem to go hand in hand: this subgenre 

basically involves HORRIFIC science!  
 

E.G THE BLOB 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TdUsyXQ8Wrs 

 
 

E.G. ALIEN  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LjLamj-b0I8 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TdUsyXQ8Wrs


 
 

Space Exploration 
Scientific research/ politics. 
Often involves characters 

trying to research the future 
of humanity/ save it and/ or 

better understand the 
universe.   

 
E.G. STAR TREK  

 
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=GOQMXNwp8wo 

 
 
 

Space Opera 
It features swashbuckling 

action, set in a vast 
panorama. Good guys 

versus bad depths of space 
or on a distant planet. Often 
utterly implausible and OTT! 

 
E.G. FLASH GORDON 

 
https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=LfmrHTdXgK4 



Super Humans/Powers 
This is probably the best known sci-fi 

subgenre. These stories range from heroes 
with superpowers, like ‘Superman’ and 

‘Spider-Man’, to those with super-toys like 
‘Batman’ and ‘Iron Man’. This subgenre can 

cover a broad base of films.  
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SCLTJJZ
8gas 

Mutant 
Mutated life form exhibiting superhuman 
abilities. ‘X-Men’ is a notable example of 

Mutant Sci-Fi. Their powers evolve to 
higher levels in later stages of their lives.  

 
. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pK2
zYHWDZKo 



Erotica 
 
Explicit sex might be the 
centre of the plot, or it 
plays a vivid role in the 
character's lives.  
 
E.G. Barbarella 
 
 
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=0Xo6Faypcp
Y 
 
Warning: hilarious.  
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